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ABSTRACT
We present a new graph-based modeling methodology
called Heat Flow Modeling (HFM) for HVAC system
fault detection and diagnosis. It aims at using the modularity of graphs to achieve a direct automated mapping
of HVAC structures and components into HFM graphs
and to use node behavior model and software libraries
to translate HFM graphs into software systems that can
be directly integrated in HVAC control systems. The
function of the graph is on one hand a simplified performance simulation, on the other hand a failure rule
evaluation. The graph structure allows for central or
distributed implementations. Prototype implementations
in Simulink and in a software specification language
have been performed.

MOTIVATION
Mechanical and control systems in buildings for HVAC
are prone to many faults that may cause failures. Some
failures lead to alarms, others decrease energy efficiency, lifetime of the system, and user comfort without
obvious notifications. Even if the failures are detected
by the maintenance staff, fault localization is often very
difficult because there is no one-to-one correspondence
between faults and reported failures.
Therefore, Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) for
HVAC has become an important topic with many contributions from academics and industry. However, one
problem still remains when the research results are put
into practice: Since nearly all buildings are different,
there is also a huge variety of HVAC systems in buildings. If the FDD system does not match the HVAC
system, not enough faults are detected. And if it is personalized for a specific system, the development effort
and cost may be too high in relation to the possible
gain. Our goal of developing an FDD is to reduce this
effort significantly.
We propose a new graph modeling methodology which
we call Heat Flow Modeling (HFM). It is in principle
based on Multi Flow Models (MFM) (Larsson 2002)
and on the works of the NISTIR 6964 Project (Castro

2003)). The main idea is to be able to automatically
translate the formal HVAC system descriptions from
Building Information Models (BIM) into HFM graphs
and compile such graphs into executable FDD systems.
For the engineering phase, a simple user interfaces is
planned for the engineer to enter parameters, conditions, and switches not found in the BIM. At run-time,
the real-time data from the control system of the HVAC
are fed to the generated FDD system for fault detection
and diagnosis.
The Heat Flow Model is a graph with nodes that correspond to HVAC system components such as coils or
fans and arcs that correspond to mass flow connections
such as ducts or pipes or electrical energy flows realized by power lines. The nodes simulate the dynamic
functionality of the components as precise as the provided BIM, parameters, and the dynamic control system
data interface allow. The graph can be generalized as a
component hierarchy.
This paper concentrates on the modeling and simulation
aspects of the HFM and the generic failure rules. Calibration is not considered in this paper.

APPLICABLE WORK OF OTHERS
From all the papers published on the topic of FDD we
will only select those that are directly related to our
work.
Multilevel Flow Model (MFM)
The Multi Flow Model (Larsson 2002) is described as
“graphical model of goals and functions of technical
systems”. The MFM is a powerful abstraction for fault
detection and diagnosis. It is based on physical conservation rules for energy and mass and models the flow of
both in networks. As a third flow, information flow can
also be modeled by MFM. Fault detection using MFM
is based on quantitative and discrete reasoning. The
model is very generic and can be best applied where
energy and mass flows can be measured or calculated
from measurements, for example, in power plants.
Power plants are very expensive and are equipped with
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many reduundant sensorss to be able to
t detect failurres
reliably. Inn such systemss the problem lies
l more in faault
diagnosis than in fault detection becaause of possibbly
very large numbers of faailures and alaarms triggered by
one fault.
HVAC sysstems can also be characterizeed by energy and
a
mass flowss, but these qu
uantities are noormally not relliably knownn. Better known
n are quantities related to floow,
such as teemperature, hu
umidity, and pressure. Meaanwhile, beccause of cost, sensor densityy of HVAC syystems is verry low. Thereffore, only inheerent informatiion
gathered by the control system
s
is available for FDD. In
our opinionn, MFM graph
hs cannot be effficiently appliied
to the HVA
AC problem.
Fault deteection failure rules
r
A differennt and HVAC system
s
specific FDD approaach
has been presented
p
by Castro
C
et al. 20003. The projeect
analyzes possible
p
AHU and VAV faaults and derivves
performancce assessmentt rules. The rules
r
use conttrol
and occupancy information to define modes of operation of thee HVAC system
m. For each mode
m
inequalities
for temperrature sensor readings
r
are deerived with thresholds for the indication
n of failures. The
T rules are ded
fined for one specific AHU and connected
c
reheeat
VAVs. Generalizations seem possibble, but are not
n
shown in thhe report.
We have used
u
this reporrt as a guideline and test for our
o
modeling approach, bu
ut will demonstrate a muuch
stronger geeneralization.
FDD basiccs
Castro et al.
a 2003 have also shown thhat the faults and
a
failures aree n:m related. This means, most
m
faults cauuse
the responnse of several failure rules and
a most failuure
rule responnses can be cau
used by differeent faults. Therefore, fault diagnosis is required
r
to anaalyze failure ruule
patterns annd locate the most
m probable faults.
f
In 1996 a conference waas organized inn Espoo, Finlaand
by the International En
nergy Agency IEA about the
t
a internationaal project ANN
NEX 25 with the
t
results of an
title “Buildding Optimizattion and Fault Diagnosis”. The
T
published Source Book (Hyvärinen and
a Kärki 19996)
summarizees and classifiies in 7 chaptters the differeent
approachess. The Techniical Paper vollume (Hyvärinnen
1996) pressents 43 contriibutions of prooject participannts.
It is beyonnd the scope of
o this paper too summarize the
t
presented results.
r
Here we use definitions from
f
the Sourcce Book: a defe
fect
becomes a fault when it
i exceeds a certain
c
level and
a
becomes visible
v
as a faiilure. For exam
mple, a defectt is
the clogginng of a chilled water pipe thaat causes a fauulty
temperaturre that is deteected as an innsufficient spaace
cooling faailure. Failuree diagnosis trries to trace thhis
failure back to the defect.

Buildin
ng information
n models (BIM
M)
A Buildding Informatiion Model (BIM
M) is a digital representatioon of physical and functionaal characteristiccs of a
facilityy. As such it serves
s
as a shhared knowleddge resource for informatioon about a faciility forming a reliable bassis for decisionns during its liifecycle from inception onward (NBIMS 2007).The moost propagated building info
formation modeel is the IFC (Industry
(
Founndation
Classess). The IFC moodeling languaage is very pow
werful
and caan be extendedd to describe every detail of an
HVAC system, but onn the other hannd there is no unique
u
way too model a speccific system. Nevertheless,
N
o of
one
our goaals is the use of
o given IFC models
m
of existting or
plannedd buildings to create FDD syystems automaatically
and thuus reduce the development coost.

HFM MODEL OV
VERVIEW
System
m integration
The gooal is the integration of the FDD
F
system innto the
existingg HVAC superrvisory controll system structture of
a buildding. It is asssumed that a hierarchical control
c
system structure exiists and the FDD
F
communnicates
directlyy with the top level
l
control as shown in Figgure 1.
But thiis is not necesssary. The HFM
M graph repreesentation peermits a large degree of moddularity of thee FDD
system and thus integgration at any leevel of the systtem as
a distriibuted system.. This will become transparrent in
the secttion titled Softw
ware Model annd Prototype.

Figure 1 FDD
F
integrationn example
HVAC
C system structture example
For thee purpose of model
m
introducttion a typical HVAC
H
system is used. It coonsists of a zoone with one singles
duct ecconomizer AH
HU to supply hot or cold air
a for
severall reheat VAVs. Each VAV distributes
d
hot or
o cold
air to a space via outlets with therm
mostat feedbackk control. Thhe return air is collected and
a fed back to the
AHU. Figure
F
1 show
ws the air distriibution structurre and
the conntrol hierarchyy of a typical AHU-VAV syystem.
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Figure 2 shhows the structture of an AHU
U with return and
a
supply fann, mixing box, heating and cooling
c
coil with
w
four tempeerature and one pressure sensors. It is asa
sumed thaat the supply fan
f is pressuree controlled. The
T
return fan is also controllled by the retuurn air pressuree to
keep the aiir flows balancced.
The VAV boxes usually consist of a damper
d
to conttrol
the air flow
w into the space, a reheat cooil, a distributiion
temperaturre sensor, and an
a air flow ratee sensor.

w
if the heated
h
water supply
s
inputs for air and water,
system is modeled tooo.
d are vectorss. For the purpoose of FDD, aiir flow
Flow data
data off interest are: air
a temperature, flow rate, preessure,
w
flow sim
milar variables apply.
and huumidity. For water
This lisst can be modiffied.
The sinngle input edge DataIn transsmits the sensoor values andd control data from the supervised system
m. The
output edge RulesOuut transmits failure rule valuees as a
result.
ple AHU as HF
FM graph
Examp
Figure 4 shows a heaat flow graph modeling
m
the AHU
A
in
Figure 2. Only the flow
fl
data edgees are represennted as
double arrow edges. The forward flow starts wiith the
return Fan Rfan. The return air seensor Tra is mapped
m
into a duct segment Rduct. The mixing
m
box including
the outtdoor air sensoor is called Miixer. The rest is self
explainning., AHU itself can be enccapsulated in a blue
box andd treated as a flow node at the
t next higherr level
of the hierarchy
h

Figure 2 Example AHU
U
w Model structture
Heat Flow
For the puurpose of this paper
p
the modeel is restricted to
two types of flow: the flow
f
of mass including
i
air and
a
water and the
t flow of electric energy.
The HFM model is bassed on a direected graph with
w
directed annd anti-paralleel directed edgges. Flow noddes
model HVAC componen
nts and edges model
m
state varriable and innformation flow
w. Figure 3 shhows two typiccal
coupled floow nodes.

Figure 3 Flow
F
node coup
pling
The edges FwdIn and Fw
wdOut transmitt flow data in the
t
direction of
o the mass fllow, RevIn and RevOut in the
t
opposite direction.
d
The reason for thee anti-parallel directions will
w be explain
ned later. The number of anntiparallel dirrected edges caan vary dependding on the nuumber of masss or energy flo
ows that have to be considerred
in one node. For exam
mple, a heatingg coil may haave

Figgure 4 Heat floow graph of the example AHU
Node estimation
e
bassics
A nodee has principallly two functionns: calculation of the
dynamiic heat flow state
s
variabless and applicatiion of
failure rules.
The calculation part is in principle a simulation. However, it is different froom a building performance
p
siimulator sincce it typically lacks detailed information suuch as
precisee data about thhe componentts of the supeervised
system, the behavior of the control system, and precise
p
sensor data. Instead of
o simulation thhe term estimaation is
more apppropriately ussed here.
Becausse of the lack of detailed innformation, it is not
feasiblee to conduct fully
f
dynamicc calculations in the
node. Since HVAC control systeems react relaatively
slow too changes in thhe environmennt, steady state behavior caan be assumed. This can resuult in short term
m failure rulle activations. These are tyypically disreggarded
becausee we assume that faults exiist for longer times.
What can’t
c
be negleected are frequuent rule activvations
becausee they can bee the result off oscillations in the
controll system or justt because too many
m
control actions
a
can redduce the lifetim
me of the compponents. It is thhe task
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of fault diagnosis to distinguish between different types
of short term rule activations, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Estimations are based on the flow data from the connected node, the state and parameter values of the node
itself, and the supplied sensor and control data from the
DataIn edge. For illustration, we just consider the forward flow for the moment.
Let us look at the example AHU in Figure 2: the heating coil node receives air with a temperature measured
in the duct node to the left. It also receives data about
the valve control signal value, and it has stored the
maximum heating power as a parameter. No flow rate
sensors exist in the AHU.
The example shows the problem of estimation: There
are many uncertainties, starting with the tolerance of
the air temperature sensor and the unknown air temperature distribution across the duct in which the sensor is
mounted. The heated water temperature is not known,
nor the water flow rate. But it can be assumed that the
maximum heating power can be reached if the valve is
100% open and water pressure and temperature are at
maximum values of the design data. Thus, the node air
output temperature can best be estimated when the
valve is closed or a large interval of possible values has
to be assumed.
For this reason, the flow vectors consist of four pairs of
intervals, the minimum and maximum values of the
estimated ranges. An interval pair of a state variable X
is denoted as .
,
If a normal (Gauss) distribution is assumed for the
probability density function of values to be in the range,
a mean value ± standard deviation can be assumed as
range limits. In most cases we will not know the shape
of the distribution and just assume range limits to define the interval.
Failure rule evaluation
The first step to derive failure rules is to list possible
and to some extent probable faults. For example, sensors can be stuck or show a constant drift. Valves and
dampers can be leaking or stuck in extreme positions.
Filters and pipes can be clogged. Controllers can be
malfunctioning. Design faults are also possible, for
example the cooling coil can be too small to compensate the heat load in a zone.
Any of these faults can cause several failures that can
be detected internally or externally. External failures
can be directly measured or felt by occupants, for example the space temperature deviating from the setpoint. Internal failures refer to the situation where the
system compensates the fault, for example a leaking

heating coil valve is compensated by the control system
by increased cooling. The user is not affected, but energy consumption is increased. The detection of internal
failures is also important because of failure propagation. The closer to the fault a failure is detected, the
easier it will be to locate the fault.
The basic form of failure rules is the conditioned inequality:
:

1

2

(1)

If
, a fault exists. Conditions are premises of
control values. Let us look at an example for the AHU
in Figure 2. We have mixed air and supply air temperature sensor values
,
and the control values
for the heating coil and cooling coil valves in
and
the range 0..1.
1

0 and

0

(2)

Equation (2) means if neither heating nor cooling is
should not be
provided, the supply temperature
, with the considerabelow the mixer temperature
tion of sensor tolerances and the influence of the fan
, this can indicombined in threshold . If 1
cate that the cooling coil valve is leaking and/or one or
both sensors have a fault.
If the heating coil valve is leaking, a similar rule would
become true. The example shows that several faults can
trigger the same rule. The opposite also holds: one fault
can trigger several rules.
Forward and reverse flow data
The rule example above shows that, besides the control signals, sensor values are required from the adjacent nodes Sduct and Mduct. These two nodes are separated by two coil nodes and a fan node (see Figure 4).
For modularity reasons Equation 2 has to be evaluated
in one of the five applicable nodes. While the control
signals can be assumed to be broadcast to any node that
needs them, we find that none of the five nodes has
both the sensor values. The solution to the sensor value
problem is the forward or reverse propagation of sensor
data through flow edges.
Instead of a direct propagation, which could result in
several values propagated in parallel, the data are transformed in the nodes according to their physical behavior. For example, after the Hcoil receives the value Tma
from Mduct, it increases the air temperature according
to uhc, and sends a temperature Thca to node Ccoil. Ccoil
does a similar transformation. Sfan adds some temperature increase because of the fan motor heat. Finally,
Sduct receives a temperature Tsfa and can apply Equation 2 in the modified form using only local variables,
marked as Equation 3:
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(
(3)
The threshhold has changeed because thee influence of the
t
fan is alreaady considered
d in Tsfa. In prinnciple, the rulee in
Equation 2 can now be generalized,
g
beccause the inequuality signalss a fault for any
a combinatioon of the conttrol
values. Thiis results in a new
n rule:
(
(4)
n works backw
wards too, ruules
Because thhe propagation
equivalent to Equation 3 and 4 can be evaluated
e
in eaach
of the fivee involved nodes. The decision depends on
some geneeral principles. One principlee is based on the
t
assumptionn that a rule should
s
be appplied in the noode
with a faullt that may trig
gger it. Since thhis relation is not
n
one-to-onee, the same rule can be evalluated in seveeral
nodes. Forr the rule in eq
quation 2 the applicable noddes
would be nodes Mduct,, Ccoil, and Sduct,
S
becausee a
fault in eitther one woulld trigger the same rule in all
three nodees. This redund
dancy has to be
b solved by the
t
fault diagnnosis which iss assumed to be
b executed inn a
node at thee top of the hiierarchy. The advantage
a
of thhis
concept is that nodes can
n be easily typeed and reused for
f
implementtations.
Another prrinciple is to evaluate
e
the ruule at the node in
the flow thhat provides the
t most preciise state variabble
value, typiically a sensor value. In the example this can
c
be node Sdduct that receiv
ves sensor data for
Tolerancee interval estim
mations
The probleem of state variable
v
valuess is the inhereent
tolerance. For example, in the failure rule provided by
Equation 2,
2 the tolerance is observed by the threshoold
. The vaalue of the thrreshold dependds on features of
several noddes. This decreeases the moduularity and reusability of noode models. A better solutioon is to calculaate
the state vaariables intervals within eachh node and proopagate this value pair forw
ward and backkward from noode
to node with flow vectorss. The tolerancce is a functionn of
the DataInn values sent to
o the node at run-time and the
t
parameterss of the node obtained from thhe design dataa of
the supervvised system. The
T tolerance is also the ressult
of estimatiion uncertaintiies. Tolerancess will be refinned
by calibrattion in future versions.
For exampple, the sensorr values of Mdduct may havee a
tolerance of
o ±0.5°C. At run-time 21°C are entered at
DataIn. Mduct
M
will send the interval
forwards to Hcoil annd backwards to
Mixer. Hcooil has as a parrameter the maaximum powerr at
full air flow rate and ma
aximum water temperature and
a
flow, all with tolerances. Because the aiir flow rate is not
n
known, it can be assumed that the maaximum air temperature inncrease
is independent of
the rate. At
A run-time Hco
oil may receive a control vallue
=0.5. With
W the assum
mption that thee air temperatuure

increase is about propportional to thee water flow raate, we
may deerive that this control value means a water flow
betweeen 40 and 60%
% considering nonlinearity of the
valve. This
T allows us to estimate:

In a similar way thee lower limit can
c be estimaated as
C. This is a loccal calculation in one node without
w
28.5 °C
knowleedge about othher nodes. Figuure 5 shows hoow the
air tem
mperature toleraance interval iss propagated thhrough
the flow
w nodes.
It can be
b argued that the
t resulting laarge tolerancess make
the statte variables useless. We arggue that this is
i still
better than
t
making no
n assumptionss. This allowss us to
use the more general Equation 4 insstead of 3.
c
of
=0, the tolerance shrinks
s
to that of the
In the case
sensor and if the cooling valve is also
a closed, Eqquation
4 includdes the case off Equation 2.

Figuree 5 Tolerance interval
i
representation and propap
g
gation
examplee
Failuree rule generaliization and reefinement
Using the
t interval reppresentation, failure
f
rules caan also
be geneeralized. This is a very impoortant contributtion to
node reeusability. Lett us start with the example: Sduct
gets the temperature interval TaFw
wdIn and the DataIn
D
sensor value TsaSens which
w
is transfformed into ann interval too. As a first appproximation it can be assumeed that
no faullt can be deduuced if the tw
wo intervals ovverlap,
becausee there is a proobability that the
t real air tem
mperature is within the unioon of both inteervals. A fault has to
be assuumed, if the inntervals do noot overlap. Figgure 6
shows five
f possible siituations:

F
Figure
6 Generralized failure rule situationss
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Cases 1 annd 5 are two diifferent failuree rule activationns,
case 3 is clearly
c
within limits, but caases 2 and 4 still
have a smaall probability of
o representingg a fault.
As a refineement, a contin
nuous failure value
v
can be calc
culated in addition
a
to the result being trrue or false. In its
simplest foorm the gap between
b
both intervals can be
taken as a measure of the
t size of the failure if truue,
representedd in Figure 6 by
b the red barss. The reason for
f
this refinem
ment is the factt that even if a rule evaluatess to
true, there is still a prob
bability that noo failure has oco
curred beccause the interrval or a threeshold may haave
been choseen too small. The
T larger the rule value is, the
t
lower this probability iss, or expressedd differently, the
t
higher the probability of a failure is. Thherefore, this ruule
value can be
b used for faiilure analysis in
i addition to the
t
values truee and false.
The follow
wing equationss represent thiss solution for the
t
above exam
mple:

As long ass overlap existts, rule3 and ruule4 are zero. In
case 1 rulee3>0. And in case 5 rule4>0. Both cases indicate failurees.
A more general solution
n is the relatiion between tw
wo
temperaturres intervals T1 and T2.
((5)
(
(6)

a greater thaan zero at the same
coil coontrol values are
time a controller
c
faultt is indicated.
The addvantage of objject orientationn is the use off types
and thee derivation off subtypes by innheritance. Onne type
can alsso produce maany instances at run-time. For
F the
purposee of automatiic generation of executable FDD
systems from BIM, a library of node types has to be
provideed. The goal shhould be to keeep this libraryy small
becausee of software design
d
and maintenance cost.
Flow node
n
types
The AH
HU example inn Figure 4 shoows only a subbset of
typical node types. All
A nodes we showed so far
f are
single air
a flow input and output noddes. The Mixer does
not moodel the flow interfaces
i
to thhe outdoor ennvironment. The
T coils do not model the water flow. Such
simpliffications are appropriate
a
iff nothing is known
k
about these
t
parts. Hoowever, modelling the total system
s
would improve
i
the esstimation and rule
r evaluation..
Figure 1 shows that thhe AHU servess several VAV zones.
This reequires Branch nodes with onne air flow input and
severall outputs and Joint
J
nodes with
w several airr flow
inputs and one outpuut. For the purrpose of this experie
ment thhe VAVs are modeled as complex
c
nodess with
severall components encapsulated. It did not seem
worthw
while to create a detailed graaph for a VAV
V. Despite thhis decision, thhe number of VAV types reemains
small enough
e
for a node
n
library. In
I the next chhapters
some typical
t
flow nodes
n
will be presented in more
detail.
Sensorr Duct

An extensiion to Equation
ns 5 and 6 wouuld be a normaalization. Equuations 5 and 6 can also be applied
a
to anothher
temperaturre interval pair
and
to cheeck
if the tempperature contro
ol is working properly.
p
In adddition to tem
mperatures, any
y state variablee can be used as
rules for faailure checking
g.

FLOW NODE
N
EXAM
MPLES
It was shown that the no
odes of the HF
FM graph can do
estimation and rule evaaluation withouut knowing annything abouut the rest of the
t graph besiides knowing its
neighbor nodes
n
for thee communicatiion of the floow
vectors. Thhis is a perfect case for objectt orientation with
w
informationn hiding. For the purpose of generating disd
tributed syystems, multi-aagent technoloogies can also be
applied witthout problemss.
It can be argued that no
ot all problem
ms can be solvved
locally in the nodes at the granularitty level that has
h
been show
wn so far. This generally is no problem beb
cause the graph
g
is hierarcchical and com
mposed nodes are
a
possible ass shown in Figu
ure 4. The AH
HU is such a composed flow
w node. There are also nodees not part of the
t
flow such as controllers.. Controllers evaluate
e
differeent
rule types. For example, if both the heaating and cooliing

Figure 8 Sensor Ductt flow node. Esstimators are yellow,
y
rule evalluators red recctangles
The sennsor duct has a straightforward design. Figgure 8
shows a subtype withh a set-point inpput XSet. This means
m
that thee sensor variable XSens is extternally controlled to
be withhin a range of XSet.
X
Rule evaaluator r3 tests if this
is the case.
c
The estim
mators tol1 and tol2 transforrm the
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data inputs into intervalls. All evaluaators (r1, r2, r3)
r
apply Equaations 5 and 6 here.
h
This node is very generaal and can be applied to maany
sensor situuations. One orr more sensors can be modeleed,
representinng controlled or
o uncontrolleed variables. The
T
same nodee type can alsso be modifiedd for water floow
nodes. Nott shown in thee diagram of the
t flow conneections from
m the inputs directly
d
to the outputs for the
t
variables that
t
are not sensed.
s
These variables do no
change in short duct secttions and are directly
d
propaggated.
Fan
A fan nodde is a good example
e
for siimple estimatiion
functions. The air temperrature typicallyy increases in the
t
order of 1°°C from FwdIn
n to FwdOut. Since
S
the increaase
is a tolerannce range, the wdOut intervval is wider thhan
the wdIn interval. In the reverse direcction, the temperature decreeases by the saame amount, while
w
the intervval
widens tooo.
If the fan is
i a constant flow
f
rate type, it can propagaate
this rate forwards
f
and backwards.
b
If it is a constaant
pressure tyype, the pressu
ure can be proppagated forwards,
but not baackwards. In th
his case the aiir flow rate may
m
vary consiiderably. Therrefore, the air temperature increase mayy change as a function
f
of thee rate. Up-to-daate
fans reduce electric pow
wer proportionaal to the air floow
rate and thuus keep the tem
mperature increease constant.
Coil
Coils for heating
h
or cooliing have very complex
c
physiccal
models. Inn the section tiitled Node estiimation basicss it
has been argued
a
why precise models can
c rarely be apa
plied. Thee number of unknown
u
param
meters and staate
variables is
i in most casees just too larrge. Therefore,, it
will be neecessary to create several tyypical coil noode
types in the library or on
ne type with diffferent selectabble
estimators.. In the section titled Toleraance interval rer
presentatioon one simple solution has been
b
explainedd in
some detaiil. Figure 9 sho
ows the princippal structure.

Mixingg box
The miixing box has sensors for outdoor
o
air varriables
and chaanges the air temperature
t
byy mixing outdooor air
with reeturn air. The mixing
m
ratio iss controlled byy three
synchroonized damperrs as shown inn Figure 2. It can
c be
assumeed that the suppply flow rate eqquals the returnn flow
rate if there
t
is no fressh air from outtside. But it can
c not
be assuumed that the mixing rate iss proportional to the
damperr control signaal from the AH
HU controller. There
are twoo extremes wheen the outdoorr air damper is either
fully cllosed or fully open
o
that the mixing
m
rate is prrecisely know
wn. The largesst deviation duee to nonlineariity can
be assuumed at 50% open.
o
This relaation is consideered in
the miixing functionn when estimaating the mixeed air
temperature and humiidity.
h
Branch
Duct branches
b
simplly propagate the
t air temperrature,
pressurre, and humiditty. They also offer
o
a possibiility to
reverseely calculate thhe air flow rate. In the stated example sysstem the air floow rate is meaasured in all VAVs.
V
The suum of all meassured values iss the air flow rate
r
in
the inpuut of the brancch as a RevOut value.
Reheatt VAV
A reheeat VAV is a complex nodde. If equippedd with
sensorss for air flow rate and distribution temperrature,
an air flow
f
rate can be
b estimated ussing the FwdInn pressure innterval and thee damper contrrol value. Usinng the
input air temperature, the measuredd flow and for example the electric poweer value of the reheat coil, thhe distributioon temperaturee can be estim
mated. Both estimae
tions caan be evaluateed with the sennsor values in failure
f
rules ussing equations 5 and 6. In adddition, if a sett-point
is definned, the compliiance can be evvaluated as welll.
Space
The spaace that is servviced with heaating or coolingg from
one VA
AV and has a temperature sensor
s
to contrrol the
VAV can
c propagate this
t value forw
wards and backw
wards.
As a minimum,
m
it cann evaluate if thhe air temperaature is
within set-points. If the
t heat load and
a loss in the space
is know
wn, especially in
i closed room
ms, estimations of the
necessaary heating orr cooling poweer can be com
mpared
with thhe distributed air parameters of the VAV
V as a
failure rule. This maay require the outdoor tempeerature
as a datta input.
Joint
The retturn air from spaces
s
is colleected in a Jointt duct.
Failuree rules could bee applied if the temperature of the
joined air could be estimated. Thee air temperatture in
each sppace is known with tolerances at the locattion of
the sennsor for the coontrol of the VAVs.
V
At the air intakes thhe air temperatture will be diffferent, adding to the
tolerance. If the air flow
f
rate of thhe return air of each

Figure 9 Coil flow nodee
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space would be known, temperature intervals for the
joined air could be calculated. In open-plan offices
individual flow rates are not known. Still, the upper
limit of the interval cannot be higher than the largest
measured sensor value, with the lower limit not less
than the smallest. This FwdOut temperature interval can
be used to detect for example a large fault of the return
air sensor.

SOFTWARE MODEL AND PROTOTYPE
The HFM graphs specify the physical structures and
fault detection functions. This is the first step of a requirements engineering process. The second step is the
formulation of a software specification. The chosen
modeling language is the Specification and Description
Language SDL (Olsen et al. 1994). It specifies a hierarchical structure of autonomous communicating
processes that can be interpreted as agents. The flow
nodes can be directly mapped into SDL processes. The
advantage of SDL models is that a model can be automatically translated into C-code and compiled into
executable prototype systems. We have explored this
possibility extensively to develop and test HFM graphs
with fault detection capabilities. In principle, the generated code can be directly used as production software.
As a first test before using SDL, a Simulink (MathWorks) simulation model of example FDD systems and
of the supervised HVAC systems have been implemented and integrated for experiments. For this purpose, the HVAC system is equipped with a user interface to trigger faults of sensors, valves, and dampers.
This system was also used to test an FDD model with
measured data from a real HVAC installation. For the
purpose of testing the SDL prototype, the Simulink
HVAC simulation part is used to create data files with
time, sensor, and control values without and with faults.
In order to test different situations, daily sinusoidal
outdoor temperature variations with a 5 day temperature increase from low winter to high summer values
are simulated. In addition, simple occupancy patterns
are used to switch between different pairs of temperature set-points.
The SDL prototype experiments show that the introduced faults lead to positive failure rule outputs that are
collected in files. No attempt was made to diagnosis
yet.

CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the newly introduced HFM
graph is well suited to model state variable estimations

and failure rule evaluations for FDD purposes. Physical
laws are applied quantitatively as precise as is reasonable with the available information about the HVAC and
available data at run-time. It is superior to qualitative
reasoning. Modularity and generality has been achieved
to a large extent by the introduction of tolerance intervals for state variables as flow vectors and the propagation of flow vectors with and against the mass flow
direction. This has resulted in very simple failure rule
types with failure probability outputs.
Two different prototype implementations and experiments have validated the approach. The SDL prototype
has also shown that the goal of an automatic generation
of FDD software systems from BIM descriptions based
on component libraries seems realistic and can be implemented with a reasonable effort. Future enhancements will include the calibration of nodes.
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